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YAMAFUSA
( Takehiko Koie )
YAMAFUSA KOIE SEITOSHO / 4th generation / Founded in 1904

Bonsai making to bring out the bonsai world
view inﬁnitely
He really loves pottery and has a career in a diﬀerent background with
entrepreneurship in his 20s.
The artistic nature of the pots is also important, but the role of pots is to
grow “trees” ﬁrst.
It is important to think about the good balance of drainage and the balance
of trees and pots, which is easy to grow trees in and demonstrates that this
point is most important for pottery production.
In making works, it performs extensively from unglazed pots to glazed pots,
boasts a wide variety of color / type variations centered on Shohin Bonsai
Pots.
Because it is making pots considering not only the molding technology but
also the functional aspect, growth of trees, it has earned high praise from
bonsai garden and enthusiasts.

YF01
Oval no edge pots with
middle belt
Glaze Type : White/Kinyo/Yellow
Retail Price：JPY5,000
Size : W190 x D150 x H50㎜
YF02
Size : W210・D170・H50㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,800

YF05
Oval Manpo shaped pots
Glaze Type : White/Kinyo/Yellow
Retail Price：JPY4,100
Size ：W160・D130・H43㎜

YF12
Rectangle round corner pots
with top-belt
Glaze Type : White/Kinyo/Yellow
Retail Price：JPY6,200
Size :W215・D160・H55㎜

Yamafusa

YF01
Oval no edge pots with
middle-belt
Glaze Type： White/Kinyo/
Yellow
Size ：W190・D150・H50㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,000

YF03
Rectangle round corner
no edge middle-deep
pots

YF04
Rectangle round corner
no edge middle-deep
pots with middle-belt

YF05
Oval Manpo shaped
pots

Glaze：White/Kinyo/Yellow
Size :W190・D150・H63㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,800

Glaze： White/Kinyo/Yellow
Size :W190・D150・H63㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,800

YF08
Oval middle-deep pots

YF10
Rectangle round corner
no edge pots

YF12
Rectangle round corner
pots with top-belt

Glaze： White/Kinyo/Yellow
Size :W160・D130・H45㎜
Retail Price：JPY4,500

Glaze： White/Kinyo/Yellow
Size :W215・D160・H55㎜
Retail Price：JPY6,200

Glaze： White/Kinyo/Yellow
Size :W160・D130・H43㎜
Retail Price：JPY4,100

YF02
Size : W210・D170・H50㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,800

YF06
Oval bowl shaped pots
with top and bottom
belt
Glaze：White/Kinyo/Yellow
Size :W190・D150・H50㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,000

YF07
Size :W210・D165・H50㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,800

Glaze： White/Kinyo/Yellow
Size :W160・D134・H53㎜
Retail Price：JPY4,300

YF09
Size :W190・D153・H58㎜
Retail Price：JPY5,000

YF11
Size :W210・D160・H55㎜
Retail Price：JPY6,000

■Catalog Information
■About orders
When ordering, please specify the product number, size, color
and quantity. If there is no stock, it takes time for delivery,
please contact us for details.
We also accept orders for special orders, please feel free to
ask me.
■About size and color
Size and color may diﬀer from what is shown. Please be
forewarned.
■About Shipping and Duties.
Shipping, duties and packing costs will be charged separately.
■About price display
The list price is the retail price. The listed price does not
include shipping costs. Prices are subject to change without
notice.
■Catalog expiration date
2020.4.1〜2021.3.31

Contact information
Tokonameyaki Cooperative Association
3-8 Sakaemachi, Tokoname city, Aichi, 479-0836
WEB：tokonamebonsaipots.com
Mail ：contact@tokonamebonsaipots.com
info@tokonameyaki.or.jp

Orders and Inquiries
contact@tokonamebonsaipots.com
info@tokonameyaki.or.jp

Website to know our philosophy
tokonamebonsaipots.com

Produce and Management
Tokonameyaki Cooperative Association
3-8 Sakaemachi, Tokoname city, Aichi
479-0836, Japan

